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SUMMARY
Founded in 1949, Jolly Rancher is a Hershey heritage brand usually found at the dusty bottom
of a candy dish. Surrounded by stray buttons and loose lint. It’s often in places you don’t want to
be, the bank, a doctor’s waiting room your teacher’s office.
Unloved.
Undesired.
And declining in sales.
If ever a transformational strategy was needed, this was it.
This case is about how a transformational change can happen through the power of Total
Strategy. Because in restoring Jolly Rancher to growth for the first time in four years, a team of
strategists including Brand Strategy, Comms Strategy, Social Strategy and Content Strategy
worked to give Jolly Rancher an entirely new model built for the new era of communications.
A new model that has resulted in transforming every aspect of how Jolly Rancher is marketed to
new a generation of consumers - from how and where creative work is cost-effectively
produced, down to the client creative approval process itself. This new model - and over 3,500
pieces of content - reignited sales, with double digit growth following four years of stagnation in
just 11 months, with sustained success today.

THIS CHALLENGE SUCKS
Jolly Rancher’s situation was bleak. The confection category was growing 4%, but at the end of
2015 Jolly Rancher had been stagnant for four-years. Chewy candy like Starburst, Skittles and
Sour Patch Kids started to make Jolly Rancher’s position as the ‘Original Hard Candy’
uninteresting. Furthermore, with media spend stagnant, Jolly Rancher’s share of voice had
decreased during the four-year slump, with a dramatic 50% loss from 2014 – 2016 [1].

Strategy was tasked to solve this sucky situation, and given a massive challenge:
In the context of four-year stagnant sales, with a lower media budget and lower share of
voice, restore Jolly Rancher to double digit growth within 12 months.

TOTAL TRANSFORMATION MEANS TOTAL STRATEGY
To win, we needed to connect with the audience driving the growth: young adults. The toughest
audience. The people every candy brand is targeting. The people who perceived Jolly Rancher
as dusty and dated.
Strategy knew from the outset that the problem required a bigger solution than a traditional
advertising campaign. Given this, we formed a Total Strategy team comprised of Brand,
Comms, Social and Content Strategists to create a model that transformed every aspect of how
Jolly Rancher was marketed to a new generation.

Transformation #1:
A Breakthrough Comms Platform, Born from A Simple Insight
Strategy’s first task was to define Jolly Rancher’s role.
We based this on the powerful intersection of a simple product and audience truth. Every piece
of audience research confirmed one piece of bad news:
Jolly Rancher has always existed at the moments in life that suck – and for today’s youth
there are more sucky moments than ever.
The long car ride.
The principal’s office.
A library cram session.
All the moments a young adult must simply endure.
We then uncovered that today’s youth endure a lot more. They live with a constant pressure to

perform. Pressure to be perfect. Pressure to ‘measure up’ in a world obsessed by social media.
The stress of being over-scheduled and over-exposed, is very real. In fact, theirs is deemed
higher than any other generation by the American Psychological Association [2].
The moments that create daily difficulty was described one way by today’s youth: ‘They
sucked.’
Herein lied our first strategic breakthrough. The opportunity was not to simply find a new,
more fun occasion for Jolly Rancher, but to own existing moments that suck.
And with an average nine-minute suck-time, Jolly Rancher was the perfect partner. As the hard
candy surrounded by competitive chews, we committed to own sucking. As such, we defined a
transformational role for the brand in our audience’s life: Make Jolly Rancher the ally of
today’s youth by celebrating everything that sucks about their daily grind.
This unlocked a simple creative rally cry for a new generation: #KeepOnSucking.

Transformation #2:
Connecting to Today’s Youth Required the World’s Suckiest Comms
Strategy
To be relevant to our audience, we had to find a way to be present in every moment life sucked,
despite a lower media budget and lower share of voice.
Therefore, we had to do more with less.
Our starting point was to identify where this audiences goes to cope with stress: the Internet.
More than alcohol, socializing, smoking or sleeping, the Internet is the No. 1 place they go to for
much-needed relief. In fact, 70% of 18-34 year olds manage their stress by surfing the Internet
and watching online content [3].
With this, we shifted as much of the brand’s media buying as we could into digital and invested
heavily across all social channels.

!

The Internet became the fuel for Jolly Rancher’s media engine. It not only served as our primary
communication platform to push out ‘sucky’ content, it ‘sucked in’ insights through social
listening and behavioral analytics to determine how and where Jolly Rancher should show up.
With this we created the:
‘Suck in, Suck Out Media Model’
Through social listening and behavioral analytics, Jolly Rancher identified every sucky
conversation and pushed out hyper-contextual and hyper-targeted content.

To own as many sucky scenarios as possible, we reimagined a typical cultural calendar, moving
beyond big tent pole moments toward designed communication plans for multiple times a day
around various ‘sucky’ scenarios.
We approached social media as a listening tool, transforming the platforms into creative
input, not just output.
This included bespoke content, per channel, across Instagram, Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and
Snapchat to reflect consumer behavior. Additionally, core channels such as Twitter, Facebook
and Instagram allowed for daily one-on-one engagement.

Occasionally we would identify sucky moments that had a more universal appeal. In these
scenarios, we doubled-down on a multi-platform takeover, starting with Valentine’s Day (“Being
single sucks”), Finals Week (“Finals suck”) and Olympics (“The rest of us suck”). Each of these
initiatives included branded stunts, sampling, social listening, one-on-one engagement, social
media and influencer partnerships. The magic of these moments was their existing organic
conversation, as well as being a key moment for candy consumption.

Transformation #3:
The Creative Mandate
Strategy asked one important question: “What type of work do we need?”
Having identified a transformative Comms Strategy for Jolly Rancher, we knew the job of
creative.
We briefed for an idea to be prolific.
An idea that could create work overnight, if not in hours. An idea with low production costs that
could be produced in-house to stay agile. Lastly, we mandated that the idea be of the tone and
style of thriving Internet content. The seemingly senseless nature of cat videos, #fail videos and
crying Jordan memes, make perfect sense in the context of their stressful lives.
The creative response was phenomenal.
We introduced the Jolly Rancher Fruit Gang to the world, a ragtag collection of lovably
honest and endearingly flawed brand mascots.

They were heroic in their constant run-ins with sucky situations, and understood every detail
about what truly sucked in life.
Their #KeepOnSucking rally cry lightened up life with levity. The campaign’s animated nature
was designed with a young adult sense of humor in mind - unlocking a tone of hopeless
optimism sprinkled with just enough self-deprecating bite. This tone was particularly good for
engaging influencers such as Chance the Rapper. Watermelon also became a huge fan favorite
of the World Wrestling Entertainment.

Transformation #4:
The New Production Model
Our content strategy demanded a move from an outdated ‘Always On’ mentality to an ‘Always
Ready’ system.
We moved all production in-house, bringing in illustrators and animators to create a bank of
assets that could be quickly customized and deployed, should the need arise.
The success of this approach has transformed our ability to create over 3,500 pieces of content
in 11 months.

Transformation #5:
A New Approval Process
Gone were the days of long creative lead times for TV and print ads. What about when your
favorite celebrity falls on the red carpet?
Or your team’s best player misses the winning goal?
We needed a way to instantly own these moments without a traditional process slowing us
down.
Given this, we created the SMRT (social media response team) process. The driving force
behind this process was basic, but bold. When it comes to real time social, getting it done beats
getting it perfect every time.
This process we put in place provided a 2-hour window of content approval for each opportunity,
with one piece of feedback allotted. Without this process, we’d never be prolific.

THE RESULTS:
In just 11 months we restored Jolly Rancher to double digit growth.
We increased base velocity by double digit growth for the hero 7 oz. hard candy bag. Hard
candy sales are the highest for the brand in 4 years, despite lower media budget and lower
distribution.
Additionally, our targeted-digital efforts:

• Acquired targeted fans at a higher rate than competitors on all channels
particularly on Facebook, where competitors lost fans in the same time
period.

• Achieved significantly higher Ad Recall score, per each piece of content, on
Facebook of 10.5% (vs. 8.4% norm) and on Instagram (11.6%).
• Increased rate of conversation over community by 137% (vs pre-launch), with
nearly 3x the conversation of our fan base, stealing share from larger, higher
spending competitors like Skittles & Starburst.

Overall, Jolly Rancher became talk-worthy and top-of-mind in culture.
#KeepOnSucking mentions increased at an average monthly rate of 51%.

Total Jolly Rancher social mentions also increased 76% from before the campaign.

IN SUMMARY
This story proves the transformational power of Total Strategy, to restore a stagnant brand to
double digit growth in just 11 months with sustained success.
Strategy inspired Jolly Rancher to own a territory no other brand owns: sucking.
And rather than try to create a more dynamic occasion, Strategy chose to lean into the negative
association of the brand and product in ‘sucky’ occasions.
Finally, Comms Strategy mandated a creative approach, that was also a media idea, capable of
producing thousands of pieces of content cheaply and quickly to alleviate daily moments that
suck.

11 Months 3,500+ Piece of Content

Bringing #KeepOnSucking to Life

#KeepOnSucking Influencer Engagement

#KeepOnSucking Contextual Placement on the Voice

Valentine’s Day Someecards

Valentine’s Day Sucks! Social War Room

Valentine’s Day Sucks! Social Posts

Finals Suck! TVC

Finals Suck! Social Posts

Finals Suck! Graffiti Art

Finals Suck! Packaging

Finals Suck! Wild Postings

Finals Suck! Snapchat Filters

Being a Rookie Sucks! TVC

Being a Rookie Sucks! Press

#KeepOnSucking Wrestling NXT Takeover

#KeepOnSucking Wrestling Social

#KeepOnSucking Wrestling Snapchat Story Integration

#KeepOnSucking Wrestling YouTube

#KeepOnSucking Wrestling Influencer Engagement

Gaming Sucks! Program with Twitch Gaming

Coco & Breezy #KeepOnSucking Swag

Thanks for reading. And of all the papers you read, we hope this sucks the most.
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